ABSTRACT. The object ofthe present paper is to give some generalizations of results for certain analytic functions which were proved by Saitoh (Math. Japon. 35 (1990), 1073-1076). Our results contain some corollaries as the special cases.
INTRODUCTION.
Let A(n) be the class offunctions ofthe form /(z) z -I- For// R (the set of all real numbers) and a 1 -/, Owa [2] has shown some properties for F(a,/; z). Recently, for a 1 and/ C (the set of all complex numbers), Saitoh } > "r (z e u) (2.1) for some 7(7 < a +/), then 27 + nRe(fl) 2(0 +/) + nRe ([3) (z e U). 
